Ligand binding energy and catalytic efficiency from improved packing within receptors and enzymes.
Some small molecules bind to their receptors, and transition states to enzymes, so strongly as to defy current understanding. We show that in the binding of biotin to streptavidin, the streptavidin structure becomes better packed. We conclude that this contraction of the streptavidin structure promotes biotin binding. The improved packing is associated with positively cooperative binding, occurring with a benefit in enthalpy and a cost in entropy. Evidence indicating that catalytic efficiency can also originate via improved packing in some enzyme transition states, derived from the work of others, is presented. Negatively cooperative ligand binding is concluded to induce converse effects (less efficient packing, a cost in enthalpy, and a benefit in entropy). It applies to the binding of O(2) to haemoglobin, which indeed occurs with a hitherto unreported loosening of the amide backbones of the haemoglobin monomers.